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Abstract Spread Transform Dither Modulation (STDM), a special case of Quantization Index Modulation (QIM), has been widely used in digital watermarking.
STDM has good performance in robustness against re-quantization and random
noise attacks, but it is largely vulnerable to the Fixed Gain Attack (FGA). In addition to digital images and videos watermarking applications, copyright protection
for digital text such as Portable Document Format (PDF) has received particular
attention and interest. In this paper, we modify the STDM watermarking scheme
by making the quantization step dependent on the original samples during the
embedding process and on the watermarked samples during the decoding process
to resist the FGA attack and enhance the robustness against the Additive White
Gaussian Noise (AWGN) attack and JPEG compression attack in both the spatial domain and frequency domain regardless of the source of elements used as
cover work. Experimentations have been conducted distinctly on digital images
and text PDF documents. The tested images were watermarked with a uniform
fidelity, where SSIM is fixed to 0.982 and 0.953. Our approach achieves significant
robustness against the FGA attack with an improvement of 98% in terms of Bit
Error Rates (BER) compared to traditional STDM. As for the AWGN attack,
an improvement of 21% is shown. The proposed method also presents robustness
against a variety of filtering and geometric attacks, while preserving a high level
of transparency.
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1 Introduction
Nowadays, digital contents such as images, videos, and documents are getting more
and more commonly distributed over the internet than before with increasing size
and values. With the advancement of internet technologies, unauthorized users
authenticate, duplicate and distribute digital contents in an illegal way. Therefore,
digital watermarking was used for copyright protection, access control, authentication, and broadcast monitoring [6, 9, 20, 23, 31].
The watermarking schemes are categorized as a substitutive class known by Quantization Index Modulation (QIM) introduced by Chen and Wornell [8] and an
additive class known by Spread Spectrum (SS) which was introduced by Cox et
al. [10, 11, 28]. Part of the mentioned algorithms was performed in the spatial
domain, where the watermark is embedded, for example, in the pixel intensity
of an image or the character position in a text, while other watermarking algorithms were performed in the frequency domain using the DCT, DFT, DWT, and
SVD [2, 18, 37], where the watermark is embedded in the frequency transform of
the image.
Spread Transform Dither Modulation (STDM), a special case of Quantization Index Modulation (QIM), has been widely used for digital image watermarking,
and in previous work we have applied the STDM watermarking scheme in PDF
documents for copyright protection with a tradeoff between the transparency and
robustness [4]. STDM achieves high robustness against additive noise attack, but
it is largely vulnerable to the FGA attack [16]. In this type of attack, the received
signal is indeed multiplied by a gain factor ρ, which scales the watermark vector
and shifts it away from its original quantization cell. Therefore, the decoded watermark would be different from the embedded one. In this paper, we modify the
STDM watermarking scheme to resist the FGA attack, to enhance the robustness
against other types of attacks such as AWGN attack and JPEG compression, and
improve its effectiveness for images and PDF documents.

2 Related Work
Below are a number of presented solutions that have been proposed using perceptual models based on Watson’s model [36] to improve the fidelity and to provide
robustness against the FGA attack. Watson provided a perceptual model for computing the slack associated with each DCT coefficient within an 8×8 block. These
slacks are further used in watermarking schemes to determine the quantization
step size during the embedding and decoding process.
Li et al. [25] have modified the QIM watermarking scheme based on Watson’s perceptual model. They applied the DCT on the original image, in order to compute
the quantization step size ∆ based on the slacks, which are evaluated by:
s[i, j, k] = max(tL [i, j, k], |C0 [i, j, k]|0.7 tL [i, j, k]0.3 ),

(1)

In the equation above, C0 [i, j, k] is the coefficient at the position (i, j) of the kth
block of the cover work, and tL [i, j, k] is the luminance masked threshold given as:
tL [i, j, k] = t[i, j](C0 [0, 0, k]/C0,0 )0.649 ,

(2)
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where C0 [0, 0, k] is the DC coefficient of the kth block, C0,0 is the average of
all the DC coefficient in the image, and t[i, j] is the smallest magnitude of the
corresponding DCT coefficient in a block presented in a frequency sensitive table
[9]. ∆ is modified based on the slacks and a constant factor G, which can be
adjusted to alter the watermark strength. This method ameliorates the robustness
against the FGA attack, but still vulnerable against AWGN attack and misses the
experiments against varieties of attacks such as JPEG compression.
Zhu, X. [39] introduced an image-adaptive STDM performed in the DCT domain in
order to resist the FGA attack. In this method, ∆ is computed based on Watson’s
model during the embedding process as:
1

∆ = 2L− 4 D

L
X

sl .

(3)

l=1

D is the perceptual distance between the watermarked signal and the host signal,
and the slack sl is computed using the contrast making presented in (1) at the
position (i, j) of the kth block. The slacks s have been rearranged in a vector of
length L to compute ∆. During the detection process, ∆ is modified as:
0

ˆ = ∆ C0,0 ,
∆
C0,0
0
where C0,0 and C0,0
are the mean of all the DC coefficients of the original and
watermarked image. This method is not robust against JPEG compression and
low-pass filtering as all the DCT coefficients were used to embed the watermark.
In [26], Li et al. proposed the STDM-MW-SS watermarking scheme in order to
provide invariance to the FGA attack while improving the fidelity constraint. The
DCT transform is applied to the original image, and the slacks of each 8×8 block
are computed based on Watson’s model to determine the projection vector and
the quantization step size ∆. Given a length L vector of DCT coefficients and its
corresponding vector of modified slacks, ∆ is computed as follows:

∆ = Gf ×

L
X

SlM .

(4)

l=1

Gf is a global factor used to adjust the watermarking strength, and SlM is the
modified slack at the position (i, j) of the kth block, computed as follows:
0.7 M
S M [i, j, k] = max(tM
tL [i, j, k]0.3 )
L [i, j, k], |C0 [i, j, k]|

tM
L [i, j, k] = tL [i, j, k](C0,0 /128),
This method has been tested only against JPEG compression and FGA attack.
Yu et al. [38] presented an Adaptive STDM (ASTDM) based on Watson’s model.
The slacks are computed during the embedding process as in (1), and the luminance masking is modified during the extraction process as:

tL [i, j, k] = t[i, j]

C0 [0, 0, k]
C0,0

0.7 

C0,0
0
C0,0


,
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∆i is computed for the ith bit of the watermark as:
∆i = 2λ|s̄i |kki k2 /|k̄i |,
where ki is a private subvector, si presents a vector containing the slacks of the
ith 8×8 block, λ ∈ (0, 1) is used to adjust the embedding strength, |s̄i | and |k̄i |
are the absolute mean values of si and ki , and kki k2 is the l2 -norm of ki . An extra
intensity sequence of the image must be transmitted to the detector to provide
resistance to FGA attack.
In the STDM-Step projection (STDM-SP) scheme that was proposed by Li et
al. [27], ∆ is selected for each host vector based on Watson’s model, and performed
in the DCT domain. The slack vector s of the host signal is projected into a random
vector p. ∆ is given as:
∆ = 2sT p,
in which s presents the slack vector of the host signal, and p is the positive projection vector. In this sense, the original image is divided into 8×8 blocks, and the
DCT is performed to each block to form the slack vector Si , based on the position
of the host vector elements in the 8×8 block. STDM-SP-wm selects the slack from
the frequency sensitivity table [9] which has been modified as:
Tm = T ×

C0,0
,
µ

where C0,0 is the mean intensity of the image and µ=512. This method was not
examined with related work.
Wan et al. [34] proposed a Logarithmic STDM (LSTDM-WM) watermarking
scheme based on the perceptual model. According to a logarithmic function, the
projection of the host signal x onto a random vector p is transformed as:
T

T

F (x p) =

x p
ln(1 + µ C
)
0,0

ln(1 + µ)

,

in which the parameter µ is selected based on:
µ<

C0,0
.
|xT p|

∆ is modified as:
ln(1 + 2sT p ×
∆=

ln(1 + µ)

µ
C0,0 )

,

where s presents the distortion visibility thresholds which is calculated based on
Watson’s perceptual model. This method is complex.
Jiang et al. [21] proposed an adaptive spread transform QIM (ST-QIM) watermarking algorithm based on improved perceptual models. They proposed four
different implementations of perceptual modal and combined it with ST-QIM to
form an adaptive quantization watermarking schemes. Those methods were not
compared with related works.
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Wang et al. [35] presented an improved AQIM watermarking method with minimumdistortion angle quantization and amplitude projection strategy. They proposed a
new angle quantization function, which is given by:

∆


jθ + k


2

∆
if m = 0
∆
Q(θ) =
,


 j θ k ∆ 


∆
+
if m = 1
∆
2
where ∆ = 2π/k, and k is a positive integer number. This method is implemented
in the wavelet transform domain of grayscale images.
In [33], Wan et al. proposed an improved logarithmic spread transform dither
modulation using a robust perceptual model. They introduced a new measurement
of the edge, strength, and pixel intensity to calculate the slacks at the watermark
embedder and watermark detector. They make a new quantization step size as:
T

p
ln(1 + 2s
128 )
,
∆=
ln(1 + γ)

where γ is a positive parameter defining the compression level.
Those modified watermarking schemes are applied in the frequency domain and
could only be implemented on images to resist the FGA attack since they are
dependent on the luminance and contrast making of images. Most of the proposed
methods are studied based on the DCT transform, i.e. the DCT coefficients are
quantized rather than the pixel values.
A different watermarking scheme, Rational Dither Modulation (RDM), has been
proposed by Perez-Gonzalez et al. [29] in which the feature signal for quantization
is constructed using the ratio of the previously generated watermarked sample and
the current host sample as:
!
xk
k−1
,
(5)
yk = g(yk−L )Qm
k−1
g(yk−L
)
k−1
where Qm represents the standard quantization operation, yk−L
denotes the set
of past signals (yk−L ... yk−1 ), and the function g() has the property that for any
gain factor ρ > 0:
g(ρy) = ρg(y).

The function g() include the Lp vector-norm:
L

k−1
g(yk−L
)

=

1X
|yk−i |p
L

! p1
.

i=1

The decoding is performed by using the minimum euclidean distance rule as:
!
zk
zk
m̂ = arg min
− Qm
.
(6)
k−1
m∈{−1,1} g(z k−1 )
g(zk−L
)
k−L
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Whereas RDM has proved to be robust against the FGA attack, it still limited
against the additive noise attack due to the variation of the quantization step size.
Aside from digital images, electronic documents such as PDF files are widely
exchanged over the internet, and they are subject to illegal copying and redistribution due to the effortless copying and distributing. Therefore, it has become
more important to protect PDF files from any malicious user [17]. Few methods
are proposed for hiding information in PDF files. Castiglione et al. [7] noted that
PDF documents are not immune to some privacy issues. It is possible in PDF
document to retrieve the previous version and display information not meant to
be published, and it is also possible to trigger events when a PDF document is
opened or printed. Therefore, the scientific communities have to consider such
issues that might disclose the fairness of the review process of scientific papers.
In [14], Feng et al. conducted a series of studies of the privacy leakage issues of
PDF documents. The hidden private information is revealed with documents, and
that will provoke privacy leakage. This methodology is helpful for users to check
whether their PDF documents include privacy information prior to transmitting
it via the Internet. Vellasques et al. [32] presented an intelligent watermarking
technique based on particle swarm optimization for bi-tonal (or binary) images.
They intended a watermarking application of streams of documents images. The
performance remains to be tested. Por et al. [30] proposed an approach in information hiding using inter-paragraph and inter-word spacing. The main drawback of
this method is that the embedded message can be easily destroyed. Lee et al. [24]
presented an alternative space coding method to embed a secret message in a PDF
file. An opponent could easily remove or modify the embedded message by replacing the ASCII codes. Alizadeh et al. [1] proposed two different algorithms using a
TJ method. One of them has a lower security level, and the other one has a lower
capacity level. Kuribayash et al. [22] used the space lengths between characters as
watermarking space, and the watermark is embedded using the DM-QIM watermarking scheme. This method still missing the experimental tests of robustness. In
previous work [5], we proposed a blind digital watermarking scheme for PDF documents. This method consists of embedding the watermark in the x-coordinates of
a group of characters, taking into consideration the transparency and robustness
trade-off.

2.1 Contribution
Except for the RDM, all the watermarking schemes mentioned above are based
on Watson’s perceptual model to resist the FGA attack. Therefore, those methods
are dedicated for image watermarking and could not be applied on other types
of signal. As for the RDM watermarking scheme, it achieves a good performance
against the FGA attack with a certain limitation against the additive noise attack.
RDM does not benefit from the property of the spreading vector, and the quantization step size is a variable step quantizer, whose size is a function of several
past watermarked samples. For that, the attacking noise has more influence on the
decoding quantization step size.
In this paper, we modified the traditional STDM watermarking scheme by making
the quantization step dependent on the original samples during the embedding
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process and the watermarked samples during the decoding process to resist the
FGA attack and enhance the robustness against AWGN attack, JPEG compression attack, and variety of filtering and geometric attacks. Moreover, we affirm
that this approach could also be used as a blind watermarking scheme for PDF
documents. We have applied our approach on the grayscale images and PDF documents in the spatial domain and frequency domain and compared its performance
with other proposed methods. Our approach is more flexible as it is not dependent
on the perceptual model to achieve the robustness against the FGA attack, and
any element can be used as support to embed the watermark.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 3 recalls some backgrounds
on STDM. The proposed N-STDM method is presented in Section 4. Section 5 provides a theoretical analysis of STDM and N-STDM. Experiments on real images
are shown in Section 6. Section 7 presents the experiments on PDF documents.
The findings and discussion are shown in Section 8. Finally, Section 9 provides our
conclusion and future work.

3 Background
STDM [8, 12, 13] is a special case of QIM where the quantization occurs entirely
in the projection of the host signal x onto a normalized projection vector p. This
way, the embedding-induced distortion spreads into a group of samples rather than
one. The embedded function is as follows:
y = x + (Qm (xT p, ∆) − xT p)p

 T


x p − dm
= x + round
∆ + dm − xT p p,
∆

(7)

where ∆ represents the quantization factor, round() is the rounding value to the
nearest integer, and dm denotes the dither level based on the message bit m ∈ {0,
1}:
∆
∆
d0 = − and d1 = .
(8)
4
4
The detection can be performed with a minimum distance decoder to extract the
embedded message as follows:
m̂ = arg

min
m∈{0,1}

| y T p − Qm (y T p, ∆) | .

(9)

Therefore, it achieves high robustness against re-quantization attack and additive
noise attack, yet it is still unsafe against the FGA attack. In this type of attack, the
received signal is indeed multiplied by a gain factor ρ, which scales the watermark
vector and shifts it away from its original quantization cell; More formally, when
the FGA attack is applied on the watermarked signal y, it becomes:
z = ρ · y,
and m̂ will be decoded as follows:
m̂ = arg

min
m∈{0,1}

| ρ · y T p − Qm (ρ · y T p, ∆) | .

8
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Original Signal
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of the N-STDM watermarking scheme.
 T

p−dm
The quantification factor Qm (ρ · y T p, ∆) is indeed equal to round ρ·y ∆
∆+
 T

y p−dm
ρ · ∆ + ρ · dm and consequently
dm which may be different from round
∆
not equal to ρ · Qm (y T p, ∆). Therefore, as the decoded message can be different
from the embedded one, the robustness against the FGA attack cannot be obtained. After analyzing the performance of STDM against the FGA attack and
re-quantization attack, Bartolini et al. [3] concluded that STDM has more superior
robustness against the re-quantization attack than the FGA attack. They argued
that even though the values of gain factor ρ are close to 1, the error probability
will still be excessively high.

4 Proposed N-STDM Method
The traditional STDM watermarking scheme has good performance in robustness
against re-quantization and random noise attacks, but it is largely affected by the
FGA attack. This is mainly due to the fact that when the host signal is scaled by
the global factor ρ, the quantization step used for decoding is not scaled simultaneously. This problem will be solved if we scale the quantization step in the same
way the watermarked signal is scaled. Obviously, it is difficult to straightforwardly
estimate the global factor ρ, but if the quantization step size becomes dependent
on the watermarked samples, it will be scaled concurrently with those samples.
Therefore, in the proposed watermarking scheme, N-STDM, we have modified the
embedding and decoding functions of the traditional STDM as illustrated in Fig.
1. We have computed the norm value kxk based on the host signal to be used
during the embedding process as:

 T


x p
y = x + kxkQm
, ∆ − xT p p
kxk
1

1

m ∈ {0, 1}.
1

kxk = (|x1 | u + |x2 | u + ... + |xn | u )u ,

(10)

(11)

where n is the length of the extracted vector from the cover elements, |xn | is the
absolute value of element xn , and kxk is a norm function that could be expressed
as a l2 -norm when u = 1/2 and l1 -norm when u = 1 etc. (the influence of kxk
against the FGA attack while varying u is detailed in Section 6).
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Algorithm 1 N-STDM Embedder
Input: I, m, p
I: Original image of size n = N × N
m: Binary watermark of size s = S × S
p: Normalized projection vector of length L = n/s
Choose ∆ and u;
j = 0;
X ← reshape (I, n, 1);
W ← reshape (m, s, 1);
for i = L + 1 : L : n + 1 do
j++;
w = W (j);
x = X(i − L : i − 1);
no = Power(Sum(Power(x, 1/u)), u);
q=Quantizer(xT p, w, ∆);
y(i − L : i − 1) = x + (no ∗ q − xT p)p;
end for
Output = y T

The detection is performed with a minimum distance decoder to extract the embedded message as follows:


ỹ
m̂ = arg min ỹ − kyk Qm0
(12)
,∆ .
kyk
m0 ∈{0,1}
where
ỹ = y T p.

(13)

As a result, when performed, the FGA attack s.t. z = ρ.y will not affect the
minimum distance decoder :


z̃
m̂ = arg min | z̃ − kzkQm
,∆ |
kzk
m∈{0,1}


ρ · ỹ
= arg min | ρ · ỹ − ρ · kykQm
,∆ |
ρ · kyk
m∈{0,1}



ỹ
,∆
|.
(14)
= arg min | ρ ỹ − kykQm
kyk
m∈{0,1}
Therefore, the non-linear impact of the ρ factor in the quantization is now linear
and consequently will not affect the process of decoding the message.
Algorithm 1 details the embedding process of a watermark into an image using the
proposed N-STDM. The complexity is directly proportional to n; order of growth
is n. In a worst-case scenario, the statement will be executed n times. The time
complexity is linear O(n).
5 Theoretical Analysis of STDM and N-STDM
This section provides a theoretical proof of the correction of the STDM and NSTDM watermarking schemes. In other words, we have verified that when a message is embedded into a host signal and when there is no attack, the message

10
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would be extracted without any error.
The quantizer Qm of the STDM watermarking scheme is given by:


s − dm
Qm (s, ∆) = round
∆ + dm ,
∆

(15)

where:
dm = −

∆
∆
+ m. .
4
2

(16)

Let us first recall the definition of the rounding function.

bx + 0.5c if x is postive or null
round(x) =
dx − 0.5e otherwise
In all what follows and without loss of generality, we consider s−dm to be positive.
There exists qs ∈ N and rs ∈ R+ , 0 ≤ rs < ∆ such that:
∆
= qs ∆ + rs , or equivalently
2
∆
= qs ∆ + dm .
s − rs +
2

s − dm +

(17)

In such a case,

Qm (s, ∆) = round

s − dm
∆


∆ + dm = q s ∆ + dm
= s − rs +

∆
.
2

(18)

Let m ∈ {0, 1} be the bit to be embedded into the host vector x = (x1 , . . . , xn )
with respect to the normalized projection vector p = (p1 , . . . , pn ) and a parameter
∆. Let y be the vector that contains the watermark.

5.1 Correction Proof of STDM
In the original STDM algorithm:


y = x + Qm (xT p, ∆) − xT p p


m̂ = arg min y T p − Qm0 y T p, ∆ ,
m0 ∈{0,1}

thanks to eq. (18), Qm (xT p, ∆) = xT p − rxT p +
y = x − (rxT p )p +

∆
so that
2

∆
p,
2

this allows deducing
y T p = xT p − rxT p +

∆
.
2
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Let us then evaluate Qm0 y T p, ∆ = Qm0



xT p − rxT p +


∆
,∆ .
2

First of all:



∆
Qm0 xT p − rxT p + , ∆ = Qm0 qxT p ∆ + dm , ∆ thanks to eq. (17)
2


qxT p ∆ + dm − dm0
= round
∆ + dm0
∆


∆
qxT p ∆ + (m − m0 )


2
= round 
 ∆ + dm 0
∆


m − m0
= round qxT p +
∆ + dm 0
2
We then have


m̂ = arg min y T p − Qm0 y T p, ∆
m0 ∈{0,1}



∆
m − m0
− round qxT p +
∆ − dm0 )
2
2
m0 ∈{0,1}


m − m0
= arg min qxT p ∆ + dm − round qxT p +
∆ − d m0
2
m0 ∈{0,1}




m − m0
m − m0
= arg min qxT p +
∆ − round qxT p +
∆
2
2
m0 ∈{0,1}




m − m0
m − m0
= arg min qxT p +
− round qxT p +
2
2
m0 ∈{0,1}
= arg min xT p − rxT p +

(19)

Therefore, we conclude that the extracted message m̂ depends on m and m0 .
Obviously, if m = m0 , we have to evaluate qxT p − round(qxT p ) which is null since
qxT p is a natural number. Otherwise, i.e., when m and m0 are distinct, let us
m − m0
first suppose that
= 0.5. In this case, qxT p + 0.5 − round(qxT p + 0.5) =
2
m − m0
qxT p + 0.5 − (qxT p + 1) = 0.5. The last case, i.e, when
= −0.5 is similar
2
and is thus omitted. The minimum value is thus obtained when m = m0 . Without
any attack, m̂ is thus m.

5.2 Correction Proof of N-STDM
In the following equations, k.k is consider as the norm of elements.
Theorem 1 Let y be the watermarked host:

 T


x p
y = x + kxk Qm
, ∆ − xT p p.
kxk

12
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Let m̂ be the retrieved watermark bit, which is defined by:
m̂ = arg min y T p − kyk Qm0



m0 ∈{0,1}

yT p
,∆
kyk


.

(20)

Without any attack, m̂ is the same as m.
Proof: First of all, let us identify y T p:

 T

 T
x p
x + kxk Qm
, ∆ − xT p p
p
kxk

 T


x p
= xT p + kxk Qm
, ∆ − xT p pT p.
kxk


yT p =

Since p is a normalized vector, pT p is 1. Thus,

y T p = kxk Qm




xT p
,∆
kxk




 xT p
∆

= kxk 
 kxk − r xT p + 2  thanks to eq. (18)
kxk



= kxk 
q

xT p
kxk


∆ + dm 


= xT p − kxk .r

xT p
kxk

+

∆
kxk
2

Hence,
y = x − kxk .r


Let us now evaluate Q

m0

Qm 0

yT p
,∆
kyk



.p +


yT p
,∆ .
kyk


yT p
0
−
d
m
 kyk

 ∆ + dm 0
= round 


∆




xT p
kxk

∆
kxk .
2

(21)
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xT p − kxk .r

kxk (q





= round 








= round 



T

x p
kxk
kyk
∆






= round 








13

kxk q

+

∆
kxk
2





− d m0 

 ∆ + dm0







∆ + dm )
xT p


kxk
− dm 0 

kyk
 ∆ + dm0

∆




xT p
kxk

∆ + kxk dm − kyk dm0
∆ kyk




 ∆ + dm0




∆
∆
0
kxk
q
∆
+
kxk
(2m
−
1)
−
kyk
(2m
−
1)
T


x p
4
4




kxk
 ∆ + ∆ (2m0 − 1)
= round 


∆ kyk
4







2m − 1
2m0 − 1
kxk
q
+
kxk
−
kyk


xT p
4
4




kxk
 ∆ + ∆ (2m0 − 1)
= round 


kyk
4










 kxk
kxk 2m − 1
2m0 − 1 
 ∆ + ∆ (2m0 − 1).
= round 
−
 kyk q xT p + kyk

4
4
4
kxk

14
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Let’s go back to the definition (20) of m̂ which becomes:




∆
q T ∆ + (2m − 1)
m̂ = arg min kxk 


x p
4
m0 ∈{0,1}
kxk



0

 kxk
2m − 1 
kxk 2m − 1
 ∆ + ∆ (2m0 − 1)
−
− kyk round 

 kyk q xT p + kyk
4
4
4
kxk



2m − 1 

q T +
= arg min kxk 

x
p
4 
m0 ∈{0,1}
kxk


!



0
 kxk
kxk 2m − 1
2m0 − 1 
 + 2m − 1
− kyk round 
−

 kyk q xT p + kyk
4
4
4
kxk

!

kxk
kxk 2m − 1
2m0 − 1
.q T +
.
−
kyk
4
4
m0 ∈{0,1} kyk x p
kxk



= arg min

 kxk
kxk 2m − 1
2m0 − 1 
 .
−round 
−
 kyk q xT p + kyk

4
4
kxk
One can first notice that what is inside the absolute value is close to 0 since it
has the form X − round(X), where X ∈ R.
kxk
Let us now evaluate
. Thanks to (21), we have:
kyk
kyk ≤ kxk + kxk .r

xT p
kxk

. kpk +

∆
kxk
2






∆

≤ kxk 
1 + r xT p + 2 
kxk


3∆
≤ kxk 1 +
.
2
In all what follows, x and p are supposed to only have postive or null values and
∆ is assumed to be less than 2.
Again, thanks to (21),
yi = xi − kxk .r

xT p
kxk

.pi +

∆
kxk .pi
2
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yi > xi − kxk .∆.pi +
yi > xi −

∆
kxk .pi since r < ∆
2

∆
kxk .pi which is postive if ∆ is sufficently small.
2

Thus
∆
kxk .p
kyk ≥ x −
2


∆
≥ kxk 1 −
.
2
Finally,
2
kxk
2
≤
≤
, for ∆ < 2 sufficiently small.
(22)
2 + 3∆
kyk
2−∆
Next, if ∆ is tiny, then rs is too; consequently, qs will have a very large value.
Equation (21) implies that y (resp. kyk) is close to x (resp. kxk). In this context,
kxk
kxk 2m − 1
2m0 − 1
.q T is significantly larger than
.
−
.
kyk x p
kyk
4
4
kxk
kxk 2m − 1
2m0 − 1
In this sense, when m and m0 are equal,
.
−
is close to 0;
kyk
4
4
kxk
therefore, the round() value will be close to the round() value of
.q T and
kyk x p
kxk
kxk 2m − 1
0
the global result will be close to 0, but when m and m are distinct,
.
−
kyk
4
0
2m − 1
is close to ±0.5. In this situation, the round() value may be significantly
4
different.
As shown in subsections 5.1 and 5.2, the extracted message m̂ depends on m and
m0 ; without any attack, m̂ will be the same as m.
If we perform the FGA attack s.t. z = ρ.y on the tradional STDM watermarking
scheme, m̂ will be decoded as follows:
m̂ = arg

min
m∈{0,1}

| ρ · y T p − Qm (ρ · y T p, ∆) | .


 T
p−dm
∆+
The quantification factor Qm (ρ · y T p, ∆) is indeed equal to round ρ·y ∆
 T

m
dm which may be different from round y p−d
ρ·∆+ρ·dm and consequently not
∆
equal to ρ · Qm (y T p, ∆). Therefore, as the decoded message can be different from
the embedded one, the robustness against the FGA attack cannot be obtained.
But with the N-STDM watermarking scheme, m̂ will be decoded as follows:
!
ρ · ỹ
m̂ = arg min ρ · ỹ − ρ · kykQm
,∆
ρ · kyk
m∈{0,1}
!!
ỹ
= arg min ρ · ỹ − kykQm
,∆
.
kyk
m∈{0,1}
Thus, the non-linear impact of the ρ factor in the quantization will not affect the
process of decoding the message; as a result, the N-STDM has stronger resistance
to the FGA attack.
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Fig. 2: The original images (first and third columns) and corresponding watermarked images (second and fourth columns) using the N-STDM method for u=2
with a 4096-bit message embedded and SSIM=0.982.

6 Experiments on Real Images
The algorithm is parameterized by two variables, which are the u factor, presented
in (11), and the elements that are considered to compute the norm. The first part of
the experiment aimed at finding optimal values for these parameters with respect
to the results against the FGA attack. We compared our proposed method against
the FGA attack while varying u using two forms. In the first one (Global form),
we compute the norm value kxk of the whole pixels of the cover image which will
be used to embed all the watermark bits. In the second one (Local form), we extract the pixels values from the cover image and arrange them into several vectors.
After that, we compute the norm value kxk of each vector, in which we will embed
the ith bit of the watermark; hence, each bit will have a specific norm value, and
each vector will have the same length as the projection vector. In this experiment,
grayscale images with size 512×512, such as the images presented in Fig. 2, have
been used as a host signal, the length of the projection vector is set to 64, which
allows a 4096-bit message to be embedded into each image, and ∆ is adjusted to
have watermarked images with same level of fidelity by using a fixed SSIM of 0.982
(PSNR around 45 dB). The robustness of N-STDM method against FGA attack
when varying u between 1/5 and 5 using the global form is shown in Fig. 3a. The
BER decrease when u increases, with preferable results when u is higher than 1.
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(a) Global form.

(b) Local form.

Fig. 3: Robustness of N-STDM against FGA attack in term of BER while varying
u with SSIM=0.982.















































Fig. 4: Robustness of N-STDM (Local form vs Global form) against FGA attack
applied to a given area of the watermarked image (between 25% and 75%) with
u=2.

Fig. 3b shows the robustness of N-STDM against FGA attack using the local form.
In this situation, the N-STDM has a good performance regardless of the value of u.
The BER increase a little bit when multiplying the pixels of the grayscale images
by a gain factor higher than 1.2 due to the clipping error; when the pixels values
are beyond 255, it will be clipped to 255. The maximum allowed value is 255.
Besides, the robustness of the global form and the local form was tested against
the FGA attack, when applied to a given area of the watermarked image (between
25% and 75%). As shown in Fig. 4, the local form has better robustness comparing
to the global form. The global form is affected when the FGA attack is applied
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Fig. 5: Robustness of N-STDM (Local form vs Global form) against AWGN attack
in term of BER while varying u with SSIM=0.982.

to 50% or 75% of the area of the watermarked images. The problem of the global
form is solved in the frequency domain when the DCT transform is applied to the
cover images. The detailed results are presented in Section 6.2.
Moreover, we have compared the robustness of global form and local form against
the AWGN attack while varying the standard deviation between 1 and 8. As shown
in Fig. 5, the N-STDM watermarking scheme has better robustness using the global
form comparing to the local form. Fig. 6 shows the sets of reconstruction points of
the quantizers for embedding each bit in each vector, where the projection of the
vector is done before quantization. The signal is quantized to the nearest point on
a ◦-line to embed a 0-bit and on a ×-line to embed a 1-bit. The minimum distance
dmin between the sets of reconstruction points of different quantizers in the ensemble effectively determines the robustness of the embedding. With STDM [8],
as shown in Fig. 6, dmin = ∆/2. In N-STDM global form, the same norm value is
used uniformly to embed each bit of the watermark. For that, dmin =kxk∆/2. In
the local form, the quantization step size can be seen as a variable step quantizer;
each vector has a specific quantization step size. Therefore, dmin of the first bit will
be different from dmin of the second bit, and so on. This variation increases the
influence of additive noise attacks on the decoding quantization step size. In the
global form, a uniform gain invariant adaptive quantization is obtained at both
the embedder and decoder, which improves the robustness against the additive
noise attacks. It still better to use the global form since the same norm value kxk
is used to embed all the bits of the watermark; accordingly, all the watermarked
vectors in the image will have an identical imperceptibility and better robustness.
In conclusion, the parameter value that provides the results with the lowest errors
is u=2 using a global form of the norm, which will be applied in the subsequent
experiments.
In the second part of the experiment, we have practically evaluated the correction
of the N-STDM watermarking scheme. In other words, we have verified that when
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(a) STDM.

||x||
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||x2
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||x||
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(b) N-STDM Global form.
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||x1||

p

(c) N-STDM Local form.

Fig. 6: Geometrical representation of STDM, N-STDM Global form, and N-STDM
Local form. Points on solid-lines represent embedding for m=1, whereas dashedlines are for m=0.

a message is embedded into a host signal, prior to applying any attacks, it will
be extracted without any error. Practically speaking, 1000 grayscale images with
size 512×512 extracted from Boss image database [15] are used as a host signal.
The length of the projection vector is set to 64, which allows a 4096-bit message
to be embedded into each image. The quantization step size ∆ is adjusted in order
to have watermarked images with uniform fidelity, a fixed SSIM of 0.982. For all
the images, the BER of the extracted watermark are equal to 0, which leads to a
conviction that any embedded message could be retrieved without errors prior to
applying any attacks.
In the third part of the experiment, the visual aspect of the presented approach
has been studied. The length of the projection vector is set to 64, which allows a
4096-bit message to be embedded into each image. We used the Structural Similarity Index Measurement (SSIM) to evaluate the quality performance of N-STDM.
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Fig. 7: SSIM comparison between N-STDM and STDM.













































Fig. 8: Robustness against FGA attack in term of BER with SSIM=0.982.

Fig. 7 shows the comparison between N-STDM and STDM on 30 standard watermarked images in term of SSIM. N-STDM produces watermarked images that
yield nearly the same SSIM performance as that of the traditional STDM. Fig.2
shows a part of grayscale images. The second and fourth columns display the obtained watermarked images using the N-STDM method with a SSIM=0.982. These
watermarked images appear identical to the original ones, to a far extent that they
cannot be told differently with the naked eye.
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Fig. 9: Robustness against AWGN attack in term of BER with SSIM=0.982.

6.1 Comparison in the Spatial Domain
In this section, we compare the robustness in the spatial domain of our proposed approach with the traditional STDM watermarking scheme and RDM [29]
against the FGA attack and AWGN attack. The comparison is conducted using
the grayscale images of size 512×512. The length of the projection vector is set
to 64 which allows a 4096-bit message to be embedded into each image, and the
tested images were watermarked with a uniform fidelity, where SSIM is fixed to
0.982 (PSNR around 45 dB).
As shown in Fig. 8, N-STDM and RDM have good robustness against the FGA
attack, while STDM has low robustness against the FGA attack; even when the
values of a gain factor are close to 1, such as 1.1 or 0.9, the BER are excessively
high.
As to the RDM, the feature signal for quantization is constructed using the ratio
of the previously generated watermarked sample and the current host sample. As
a result, it resists the FGA attack but will be affected by the AWGN attack as
shown in Fig. 9. The quantization step size in RDM is a variable step quantizer,
whose size is a function of several past watermarked samples, and does not benefit
from the randomness property of the spreading vector. Therefore, the attacking
noise has more influence on the decoding quantization step size. Concerning the
N-STDM, the quantization step size depends on the watermarked samples during
the decoding process which will scale linearly with the FGA attack, and based
on the global form, a uniform gain invariant adaptive quantization is obtained at
both the embedder and decoder. However, since the proposed N-STDM keep on
using the spreading vector in the embedding process, it withstands AWGN attack.
This is due to the randomness property of the spreading vector, which affects the
embedding of the watermark and hence makes it randomly distributed in the host
signal samples. Therefore, the proposed N-STDM sustain the robustness against
various noise attacks.
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dmin
x1

dmin
x2

dmin
xn

Fig. 10: Geometrical representation of RDM in term of dmin . The signal is quantized to the nearest point on a ◦-line to embed a 0-bit and on a ×-line to embed
a 1-bit.
k−1
Also, the quantization step size ∆ in RDM depends on g(yk−L
), which is not uniform for all the samples. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 10, each sample will have a
specific minimum distance dmin . By this way, each watermarked sample will have
a specific level of robustness. Comparing to N-STDM global form, as shown in Fig.
6, dmin is uniform for all the sets of reconstruction points of different quantizers.
Therefore, the trade-off between robustness and transparency is achieved. The watermark bit is spread into a group of samples instead of one sample, which also
increase the level of robustness. Each time the watermarking space increases, the
probability of accurate decoding is higher. This is mainly because of the spreading
property of the watermark using the spreading vector. Our approach achieves significant robustness against the FGA attack with an improvement of 98% in terms
of BER compared to traditional STDM and 24% compared to RDM. As for the
AWGN attack, an improvement of 21% is shown compared to STDM and 50%
compared to RDM.

6.2 Comparison in the Frequency Domain
To test the performance of N-STDM in the frequency domain, we have implemented the DCT transform on the grayscale images of size 512×512 as shown in
the block diagram in Fig. 11a. First of all, we have computed the norm value kxk
of the original image to be used during the embedding process. After that, we have
divided the image into 8×8 blocks of pixels, upon which the DCT transform was
later performed to get the DCT coefficients. A part of these coefficients was used
as a host vector of length L, in which we have later embedded the ith bit of the
watermark message m. Then, we have performed the inverse DCT transform at
each block to get the watermarked image.
To assure a fair comparison, we compared the proposed N-STDM watermarking
scheme with I-ASTDM [39], STDM-MW-SS [26] and STDM-SP-wm [27]; family
methods based on the perceptual model. The block diagram of those family methods is shown in Fig. 11b, where the quantization step size ∆ is modified based on
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(a) Block diagram of the N-STDM method.
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(b) Block diagram of the family methods based on Watson’s model.

Fig. 11: Block diagrams of the N-STDM method (a) and the family methods based
on Watson’s model (b).

the slacks vectors S which are computed using Watson’s model.
The FGA attack, AWGN attack, JPEG compression, and a variety of common signal processing attacks are used to verify the performance of our proposed scheme.
The 2nd-21st DCT coefficients have been used for all the algorithms. These coefficients have been selected based on the zig-zag-scanned order of each 8×8 block,
in which we embed 1 bit of the watermark. The embedding rate is 1/64, i.e. one
bit in each 8×8 block, which allows the embedding of a 4096-bit message into
each image. The tested images were watermarked using a uniform fidelity, with a
fixed SSIM of 0.982 (PSNR around 45 dB) for the first part of comparisons, and a
fixed SSIM of 0.953 (PSNR around 40 dB) for the second part of comparisons by
regulating the quantization step size and the factors that adjust the watermarking
strength. All of the experimental results are obtained by averaging over 100 runs.
In the first part of the experiments, the global form of the N-STDM watermarking
scheme was examined facing the FGA attack, when applied to a given area of the
watermarked image (between 25% and 100%). As shown in Fig. 12, the robustness
is highly improved comparing to the global form in the spatial domain presented
in Fig. 4, especially when the FGA attack is applied to 50% or 75% of the area of
the watermarked image.
Moreover, the proposed N-STDM is compared with the family methods based on
Watson’s model against the FGA attack. As expected, the results of the posted
comparison have met the suggestions of the proposed method. According to Fig.
13, the proposed N-STDM watermarking scheme has a slightly better level of robustness than the family methods, varying from 5% comparing to STDM-MW-SS
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Fig. 12: Robustness of N-STDM against FGA attack applied to a given area of
the watermarked image (between 25% and 100%) with SSIM=0.982.






























































(a) SSIM=0.982.


































(b) SSIM=0.953.

Fig. 13: Robustness against FGA attack in term of BER.

to 22% comparing to STDM-SP-wm for SSIM = 0.982, while proved to have better
to more superior robustness against the AWGN attack and JPEG compression.
The robustness against AWGN attack has been tested in terms of BER while varying the standard deviation between 1 and 8. As shown in Fig. 14, the proposed
N-STDM watermarking scheme achieves better performance than the STDM-SPwm (improvement of 14%) and notably superior performance to the I-ASTDM
(improvement of 38%) and STDM-MW-SS (improvement of 56%).
Fig. 15 illustrates the robustness to JPEG compression in term of BER while
varying the JPEG quality between 10 and 100. The JPEG quality denotes the
compressibility of the JPEG compressor; lower numbers mean lower quality. The
N-STDM has better performance than STDM-SP-wm (improvement of 13%) with
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(a) SSIM=0.982.

(b) SSIM=0.953.

Fig. 14: Robustness against AWGN attack in term of BER.


































































SSIM=0.982.
































SSIM=0.953.

Fig. 15: Robustness against JPEG compression in term of BER.

more notable variations comparing to STDM-MW-SS (improvement of 18%) and
I-ASTDM (improvement of 27%) against the JPEG compression.
To further evaluate the performance of N-STDM watermarking scheme, we have
compared the robustness against noise addition attacks, image filtering attacks,
and geometric attacks. All the watermarked images were exposed to many different
attacks such as Salt&Pepper with noise densities ∈ {0.005, 0.01}, Gaussian filtering, Median filtering, Wiener filtering, Average filtering, Cropping, Rotation, and
Resizing. The detailed experimental results are shown in Table 1 with SSIM=0.982
and Table 2 with SSIM=0.953. The experiments have verified that our proposed
scheme is not only robust against the FGA attack but also robust to common signal
processing attacks. N-STDM has achieved good robustness against Salt&Pepper
attack and image filtering attacks comparing to the family methods based on
Watson’s model. As for the geometric attacks, N-STDM achieved good robustness
against the cropping attack when we cropped 10% of the image, but the BER
slightly increased when we increased the cropping dimension of the image to 20%.
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Table 1: BER comparison under noise addition, image filtering, and geometric
attacks with SSIM=0.982.
Attacks
Salt&Pepper
(d=0.005)
Salt&Pepper
(d=0.01)
Gaussian filtering
(3 × 3)
Median filtering
(3 × 3)
Wiener filtering
(3 × 3)
Average filtering
(3 × 3)
Crop (10%)
Crop (20% )
Rotation (1◦ )
Re-Rotation (-1◦ )
Resizing
(1024 × 1024)
Resizing
(256 × 256)

I-ASTDM

STDM-MW-SS

STDM-SP-wm

N-STDM

0.12

0.11

0.12

0.09

0.21

0.19

0.22

0.17

0.016

0.024

0.035

0.014

0.25

0.21

0.22

0.16

0.26

0.2

0.22

0.16

0.35

0.31

0.29

0.24

0.0064
0.023
0.48
0.18

0.0063
0.022
0.46
0.09

0.0066
0.024
0.47
0.1

0.0061
0.08
0.46
0.07

0.025

0.003

0.008

0

0.31

0.28

0.24

0.21

Table 2: BER comparison under noise addition, image filtering, and geometric
attacks with SSIM=0.953.
Attacks
Salt&Pepper
(d=0.005)
Salt&Pepper
(d=0.01)
Gaussian filtering
(3 × 3)
Median filtering
(3 × 3)
Wiener filtering
(3 × 3)
Average filtering
(3 × 3)
Crop (10%)
Crop (20% )
Rotation 1◦
Re-Rotation 1◦
Resizing
(1024 × 1024)
Resizing
(256 × 256)

I-ASTDM

STDM-MW-SS

STDM-SP-wm

N-STDM

0.09

0.07

0.08

0.06

0.16

0.14

0.14

0.1

0.004

0.002

0.01

0

0.17

0.14

0.15

0.11

0.16

0.13

0.12

0.07

0.26

0.22

0.21

0.16

0.0053
0.019
0.47
0.05

0.0051
0.017
0.48
0.05

0.0052
0.018
0.46
0.06

0.0041
0.06
0.45
0.04

0.001

0.001

0.001

0

0.23

0.21

0.19

0.12

Concerning the rotation attack, all the compared methods were vulnerable to the
rotation of 1◦ of the image, though the BER highly decrease if we re-rotate the
image by -1◦ . As for the resizing attack, N-STDM achieved better robustness comparing to the family methods, noting that the robustness improved as well while
adjusting the watermarking strength based on ∆.
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7 Experiments and Comparisons on PDF Documents
Portable Document Format (PDF) has been invented by Adobe [19] and maintained by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). PDF is a
digital form and an imaging model derived from PostScript language, with more
structured format for representing documents, which enable users to view and exchange the electronic documents reliably and easily. PDF users around the world
include important information while using PDF. Therefore, the protection of those
documents against unauthorized users has become essential and necessary. PDF
functions vary from text to images and other multimedia elements.
The general text-based structure of PDF is composed of 4 parts:
1. Header: contains the version number of the PDF document.
2. Body: consists of a series of objects, representing the contents of a document.
             
                  
              
                 
            

(a) ∆ = 1 × 10−3 , M SE = 7 × 10−3 .
             
                  
                    
                
                

(b) ∆ = 2 × 10−3 , M SE = 0.03.
               
                       
              
                            
                     

(c) ∆ = 3 × 10−3 , M SE = 0.07.
            
                 
                  
                
                             

(d) ∆ = 4 × 10−3 , M SE = 0.13.
                                
                             
                             
                              
            

(e) ∆ = 5 × 10−3 , M SE = 0.17.

Fig. 16: Perceptual visualization of the watermarked document using the N-STDM
for ∆ = 1 × 10−3 to 5 × 10−3 gradually from top to bottom.
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3. Cross-reference table: contains one-line entry for each indirect object and has
a fixed format in order to access randomly the entries in the table.
4. Trailer: enables a conforming reader to quickly find the cross-reference table
and other special objects.
In a PDF file, coordinate systems determine the position, orientation, and size of
the text, images, and graphics that appear on a page. Each character has a coordinate pair, x and y, that locates the character horizontally and vertically within twodimensional coordinate space. The x-coordinates values are non-constant. Therefore, they have been used as the watermarking space in order to embed the watermark.
Each character of the watermark has been encoded into 8 bits in order to form a total of N bits. Each bit message is then embedded into L characters’ x-coordinates
extracted from the original document. Accordingly, a total of N × L characters are
used from the document to embed the whole bits of the message. Fig. 16 presents
a part of a watermarked paragraph extracted from the watermarked document,
which has been watermarked using the N-STDM watermarking scheme with several values of ∆. When ∆ increases, the error values increase as well, especially
when ∆ ≥ 4 × 10−3 . 24 lines have been extracted from a PDF document with 84
characters each (n=84), totalling 2016 characters.
To assure a wider comparison between the proposed N-STDM watermarking scheme
and the traditional STDM and RDM watermarking schemes against FGA and
AWGN attacks, two scenarios have been applied through which the number of
bits N and the length of the projection vector L have been variably used: In the
first scenario, we embedded k = 1 bit per line (N =24 and L=84), and in the second
one, we embedded k = 4 bits per line (N =96 and L=21). Same embedding parameters have been used such as the length of the host signal, the secret message, and
dither level. All the experiments were conducted while varying ∆. Several values
of ∆ have been used taking into account the Mean Squared Error (MSE) values;
the ∆ value has been adjusted in order to have the same MSE values (0.03 and
0.13)
7.1 Comparison Against FGA and AWGN Attacks
In order to prove the superiority of N-STDM in terms of robustness constraint, a
comparison between the proposed scheme (N-STDM) and the traditional schemes
(RDM and STDM) was performed while varying the parameters N and L. The
comparison mainly tackles the robustness against FGA and the robustness against
AWGN attacks.
The N-STDM robustness against the FGA attack, to start with, has achieved a
great superiority over STDM. Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 show that the traditional STDM
is affected by the FGA attack even when the ∆ value is high (MSE=0.13) and
regardless of the length of projection vector and the number of the embedded bits.
On the contrary, N-STDM, along with RDM, surpass the FGA attack for MSE =
0.03 and 0.13.
As to the robustness against AWGN attack, the strength is evaluated by mean of
the Watermark to Noise Ratio (WNR):
WNR = 10 log10 (

2
σw
).
2
σn

(23)
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Fig. 17: Robustness against FGA for N =24 and L=84.







































Fig. 18: Robustness against FGA for N =96 and L=21.

Only the digits after the decimal point are modified. Fig. 19 and Fig. 20 show that
RDM is noticeably affected by the AWGN attack even when the ∆ value is high
whereas the proposed N-STDM achieves great performance against this attack.
STDM preserves good performance against AWGN, yet the proposed N-STDM
could perform even better noting that the BER of STDM and N-STDM are close
to each other with an advantage of N-STDM over STDM.
As shown in Fig. 19 and Fig. 20, RDM is affected by the AWGN attack even with
a higher value of ∆. In contrast, our proposed N-STDM watermarking scheme
preserves superior robustness against the AWGN attack. The robustness increases
while ∆ and L increase, with a BER close to 0 when WNR > 0. The BER of
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Fig. 19: Robustness against AWGN for N =24 and L=84.

















































Fig. 20: Robustness against AWGN for N =96 and L=21.

STDM and N-STDM watermarking schemes are close to each other, with better
performance for N-STDM.
N.B. Based on Watsons model, the family methods could not be applied to PDF
documents because they are dependent on the perceptual model of images.

8 Findings and Discussion
We have studied the performance of the proposed N-STDM watermarking scheme
in the spatial domain and the frequency domain using the grayscale images and
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Table 3: Summary of the findings.
Watermarking scheme
STDM

Findings
*Strong against the AWGN attack
*Week against the FGA attack

RDM

*Strong against the FGA attack
*Week against the AWGN attack
*Robust against FGA, AWGN, JPEG compression,

Family methods based
on Watson’s model

Image filtering, and Cropping attacks
*Weak against Rotation attack
*Dedicated for images
*Could only be applied in the frequency domain
*More flexible
*Could be applied in the spatial domain and frequency
domain
*Any element can be used as support to embed the

N-STDM

watermark (such as images and PDF documents)
*High level of robustness against FGA, AWGN,
JPEG compression, and Image filtering attacks
*Robust against Copping, and Resizing attacks
*Weak against Rotation attack

PDF documents. As for the experiments on real images in the spatial domain, the
proposed N-STDM has achieved high robustness against FGA and AWGN attacks
comparing to STDM and RDM. STDM has good robustness against AWGN attack, but it is highly affected by the FGA attack. RDM achieves good robustness
against FGA attack but has a weak performance against the AWGN attack.
With respect to the experiments on real images in the frequency domain, the family
methods (I-ASTDM, STDM-MW-SS, and STDM-SP-wm) have good robustness
against the FGA attack, and an accepted robustness against AWGN attack and
JPEG compression. The proposed watermarking scheme, N-STDM, on the other
hand, achieves a superior performance comparing to the family methods varying
from little different against FGA attack to a greater one against AWGN, JPEG
compression, and image filtering attacks. As for the geometric attacks, N-STDM
has achieved good robustness against the cropping attack, but the BER slightly
increased while increasing the cropping dimension of the image. N-STDM and
the family methods are vulnerable to the rotation attack, though the BER highly
decrease if we re-rotate the image. Concerning the resizing attack, N-STDM has
achieved better robustness comparing to the family methods, noting that the robustness improved as well while adjusting the watermarking strength based on ∆.
Moreover, we proved that our approach could also be used as a blind watermarking scheme for PDF documents under a sufficient transparency-robustness tradeoff.
We exploited the x-coordinates values of characters as real cover elements to embed the watermark. The comparison between N-STDM and the traditional STDM
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and RDM against FGA and AWGN attacks shows that the proposed N-STDM
achieves better performance than the mentioned watermarking schemes.

9 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have proposed an improved version of STDM watermarking
scheme, which is essentially invariant to FGA attack. In this method, called NSTDM, we scaled the quantization step size in the same way the watermarked
signal is scaled as an invariant adaptive size based on the global form. Experiments on real images in the spatial domain and frequency domain have verified
that our method is not only robust to the FGA attack but also robust to common
signals processing attacks such as AWGN attack, JPEG compression, and Image
filtering attacks comparing to STDM, RDM, and the family methods based on
Watson’s model. As for the geometric attacks, N-STDM has achieved good robustness against the resizing and cropping attacks, but the BER slightly increased
while increasing the cropping dimension of the image. N-STDM and the family
methods are vulnerable to the rotation attack, though the BER highly decrease if
we re-rotate the image.
Moreover, we have verified that our approach could also be used as a blind watermarking scheme for PDF documents with a perceptual advantage and better
robustness over STDM and RDM.
As for future enhancements, we plan to include further improvement of the NSTDM watermarking scheme against the geometric attacks, by applying other
types of frequency transform such as DWT and SVD.
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